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Shower simulation in 
ANTARES 
 



Status quo in shower simulation 
Run-by-run based shower simulation of νµ and νe CC and NC 
interactions taking into account currently valid 

●  calibration for optical modules 
●  optical background 
●  detector status (line configuration, dead channels etc…) 
●  Note: no photon scattering included for showers 
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4 GeV – 100 TeV 50 TeV – 100 PeV 

Geant-based shower 
shower particle simulation 

 
Cerenkov light from each 
individual shower particle, 

em-shower from 
parameterized tables 

Geant-based shower 
shower particle simulation only 

to a certain level  
of secondary particles 

 
Cerenkov light from 

One-Particle-Approximation 



One-Particle-Approximation 
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Idea: 
Replace all shower particles 
by one equivalent electron  
transferring  
•  100% of the energy from 
π0, γ, e+, e- 

•  20% of the energy from 
π+, π- 

νe 
e- 

Possible improvements for future simulations: 

•  energy-dependent particle weights  
(Bachelor thesis of M. Dentler) 

•  replace each single particle by an equivalent energy 
without merging them (Multi-Particle-Approximation)  
 (C. James) 



Tau neutrino interactions 

Currently not simulated, but estimated from electron neutrino 
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of 1.78GeV it is heavy enough to also produce light mesons, like for example pions.

With its very short lifetime of 2.9 · 10−13 s [18] the tauon will immediately decay into

one of its branches. Whenever a hadron is produced, a hadronic shower is induced, as

all secondary hadrons have a sufficient high energy, such that taking Lorentz time di-

latation into account, it has plenty of time to hit another particle before it would decay

by its own. Tauons that decay directly into electrons cause electromagnetic showers.

The only channel where tau events do not produce a shower is the direct decay into a

muon

τ− → µ− + ν̄µ + ντ (5.10)

with a branching ratio of (17.36±0.05)% [18]. Thus the fraction of tau charged current

interactions that produce shower events is ητ,shower = (82.64± 0.05)%.

Taking these two facts into account the expected number of events from tau neutrino

charged current interactions are:

nντCC = nνeCC · (1− ηGlashow) · ητ−shower = 0.398± 0.002 (5.11)

and thus the total additional contribution from the tau neutrino to the signal events

is:

nντ = nντNC + nντCC = 0.474± 0.002 (5.12)

This yield a new number of total expected cosmic signal events of 1.235± 0.003 which

yields a model rejection factor of 2.415+1.375
−0.008. Thus the obtained sensitivity per neu-

trino flavour, evaluated from all neutrino flavours, yields a value of:

E2 · Φ90%,νµνeντ = 1.087+0.619
−0.004 · 10

−7GeV/cm2 · sr · s (5.13)

Again, please consider that only statistical errors are included here and especially the

contribution from promt atmospheric neutrinos is not included yet.

5.2 Sensitivity calculation from the full sample

The full sample contains all runs from the data taking period 2007-2012, for which a

Run-by-run simulation was available, excluding those ending by 0, as they have been
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nos that cause a neutral current interaction is very simple, as the cross sections are

identical for all three neutrino flavours. Thus the expected number of events from tau

neutrino neutral current interactions are

nντNC =
nνµνeNC

2
= 0.0755± 0.0003 (5.9)

As the mass of the tau neutrino of 1.78GeV [18] is relatively low compared to the

high energy neutrinos that are detected with ANTARES, it is assumed that the cross

sections for deep inelastic scattering are compatible to those of the electron neutrino

also for charged current interactions. However the charged current simulations contain

a significant number of events from the Glashow resonance that occurs at neutrino

energies at 6.3PeV. Here the electron antineutrino scatters with an electron instead of

the water nucleon. As only electron antineutrinos can cause this interaction, the number

of Glashow resonant events has to be removed for the estimation of the tau neutrino

events. Figure 5.4 shows the distributions of the Monte-Carlo neutrino energy after the

final cut on the fitted shower energy at logE = 3.7 for a cosmic and atmospheric flux

from electron neutrinos only. From the bin contents that cover the resonance curve the

number of events that are Glashow resonant is estimated to nGlashow = 0.091± 0.001.

Thus the fraction of Glashow events is ηGlashow = (15.9± 0.2)%.

Figure 5.4: Distributions of Monte-Carlo neutrino energy for electron neutrinos after MRF optimiza-
tion in the burn sample. The plot shows the distribution of the Monte-Carlo neutrino energy in the
remaining simulated sample after the MRF optimization cut on the fitted shower energy at logE = 3.7
was performed for atmospheric neutrino flux (blue) and cosmic neutrino flux (green). The plot has
been generated from the electron neutrino simulations only, to illustrate the Glashow resonance peak
at 6.3PeV that is induced by electron antineutrinos.

In charge current deep inelastic scattering processes of tau neutrinos the resulting

particle will be a tauon for which a couple of decay modes are available, as with a mass

NC:  Identical cross-sections 
  for all three flavours 

CC:   

fraction of electron 
neutrinos that interact 
in Glashow resonance 

fraction of tauon decays 
that produce showers 

Studies on tau neutrino simulation are ongoing. (S. Schulte) 



Shower reconstruction in 
ANTARES 
 



Shower reconstruction tools 

Q-Strategy 

Dusj-Reco 

T-Strategy 

(Q. Dorosti Hasankiadeh) 

(F. Folger) 

(T. Michael) 

•  Vertex and shower axis reconstruction from geometrical calculations 
•  Neutrino energy from Monte-Carlo based parameterization 

•  Full shower reconstruction using Maximum-Likelihood fits 
•  PDF tables based on Monte-Carlo NC+CC shower simulations 

•  Currently in development 
•  Intended for point source analyses, focused on angular resolution 



Q-Strategy – Hit selection & vertex reconstruction 
3.1. SHOWER VERTEX RECONSTRUCTION
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Figure 3.2: Sketch of a hypothetical point-like shower, interacting at a space-time position Xs. The light emitted from
the shower is hitting 5 PMTs (filled circles) located at space-time coordinates Xi (1 � i � 5).

a space-time position Xs =

�
�rs (ic/n)ts

�
. The shower light is detected by N = 5 PMTs (filled circles)

with the known space-time coordinates Xi =




�ri

(ic/n)ti



 (i = 1, ..., N) .

∆T, the time difference between ti and the expected travel time ( n
c |�rs −�ri| + ts) of light from the

shower vertex, is equal to zero for a perfectly point-like shower.

∆T =
n
c
|�rs −�ri|+ (ts − ti) = 0, (3.2)

where ts is the interaction time. Equation 3.2 is a set of N equations. If one moves the term in the

bracket to the right side and subtracts the equations pairwise, the quadratic components of Xs will cancel

out and (N − 1) linear equations of the following form remain [5]:

2Xs · (Xi+1 − Xi) = r2
i+1 − r2

i . (3.3)

Therefore, the shower space-time position, |Xs|, can be given by:

|Xs| = b · 1
2




�ri+1 −�ri

ic
n (ti+1 − ti)





−1

= b · A−1, (3.4)

where A is a (N − 1)× 2 matrix and b is a vector with the components:
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Vertex 
prefit 
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time residual equation 
for each pulse i 

system of equations for rs and ts 

Hit 
selection 

3.2. SHOWER HIT SELECTION
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Figure 3.5: Distribution of ∆t, the difference between the measured and expected photon arrival time from the recon-

structed shower vertex. Contributions of photons from noise-less showers (dashed (red) line) and from

the optical noise (filled (blue) area) are shown separately. The vertical (green) lines indicate the imposed

time window for the shower hit selection.

Figure 3.5 presents the distribution of ∆t, the time residual, i. e. the difference between the measured

hit time and the expected photon arrival time from the reconstructed shower vertex, estimated by the

M-Estimator (see section 3.1.2), for CC electron-neutrino-induced showers in the neutrino energy range

of 10
3 − 10

4
GeV. The contributions from the noise-less showers (dashed (red) line), from optical noise

(filled (blue) region), and from all hits, i.e. the sum of shower hits and optical-noise hits (solid (black) line)

are shown separately. As expected, the time-residual distribution of shower hits is peaking at about zero.

However, the distribution is smeared and slightly shifted because of different physical and instrumental

processes such as, shower development, light scattering, dispersion of TTS of the PMTs. We observe that

the contamination by the optical noise adds a long tail in the large time residuals. To reduce the noise

contamination, we set a time gate of −10 < ∆t < 14 ns for the shower hit selection.

Figure 3.6 shows efficiency and purity of the hit selection (filled (black) circles) and 3N trigger (filled

(red) stars) as function of the neutrino energy in the energy range of 10
2 − 10

8
GeV. The terms efficiency

and purity are defined as the ratio of the selected shower hits over all shower hits and selected shower

hits over all selected hits, respectively.

The shower-hit selector increases the hit-selection efficiency by a factor of about 2 compared to that

obtained with the 3N trigger, which was applied for the pre-shower vertex reconstruction, introduced in

sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2.
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cut on time  
residual window 

Vertex 
fit 

repeat fit routine using 
selected pulses only 



Q-Strategy – shower axis reconstruction 
3.4. DIRECTION RECONSTRUCTION

Figure 3.10: The principle of the Light Direction method. The passage of a down-going muon (dashed arrow), the
light vectors �Di (solid arrows) and the hit PMTs (filled circles) are shown schematically.

connect the earliest hits to all other N − 1 hits.

�D =
1

N − 1

N−1

∑
i=1

�Di. (3.8)

The performance of the Light Direction method on the MC samples of atmospheric muon tracks and

showers is shown in figure 3.11 and figure 3.12, respectively. Shown are the differences between the

true MC zenith angles θ and azimuth angles φ for the MC thrown events and the reconstructed ones.

The spread of the distribution of the θ angle is about 22◦ for atmospheric muons and 35◦ for showers,

and the spread of the φ angle is 41◦ and 65◦ for atmospheric muons and showers, respectively. The

positive offset in figure 3.12, which indicates the preference of the algorithm to reconstruct an up-going

event, is partially caused by the downward orientation of the ANTARES PMTs. Therefore, any up-going

selection (θ < 90◦) mostly preserves all up-going showers. Even though the Light Direction method does

not precisely reconstruct the direction of events, it can be exploited to efficiently discriminate the down-

going atmospheric muons from up-going showers. In order to keep the efficiency and purity of the

discrimination high, we combined the Light Direction method with BBFit, an algorithm for muon track

reconstruction [22]. The combination of both methods will be introduced in chapter 4.
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Evaluate the mean of the 
light vectors from the earliest 
hit pointing to the other hits 

The method provides a rough 
estimation of the direction and 
can be used to suppress 
downgoing muon track events. 



Q-Strategy – neutrino energy reconstruction 

Evaluate an energy estimator ρ 
that is the total detected charge,  
corrected by 

•  light attenuation in water 
•  PMT angular acceptance 

 
The relation between ρ  
and the neutrino energy 
has been parameterized  
from a fit on 
Monte-Carlo simulations. 

3.5. SHOWER ENERGY RECONSTRUCTION

Figure 3.13: Relative abundance of hadronic particles in a typical NC neutrino-induced shower for different shower
energies. The figure is taken from [5].

ers, since many different hadronic particles contribute to the light production and their contributions can

fluctuate from event to event. Neutral and charged pions are the most dominant particles in a NC-

induced shower and the remaining particles can be protons, neutrons and kaons, depending on the

shower energy. Neutral pions have a very short lifetime and decay into photons which can produce

electron-positron pairs, and then induce electromagnetic showers. The contribution of the electromag-

netic shower can exceed 90% for showers with an energy of 1 TeV (see [24]). Figure 3.13 shows the typical

composition of hadronic particles in a simulated NC shower. In the simulation only the primary hadronic

particles are tagged, and the Cherenkov light and the electron-positron pair production, caused by the

energy loss of the primary particles, are not included. The particles with a lifetime shorter than 10−10s

are not tagged in the simulation: this is the reason that the highest contribution in figure 3.13 stems from

γ which are photons caused by the decay of π0.

To estimate the neutrino energy, we use the hypothesis that the total hit amplitude Atot, which is the

sum of amplitudes of all hits in an event, is correlated to the energy of the incoming neutrino. Since the

light acceptance α of the ANTARES PMTs is a function of the angle of incidence of the incoming light,

the hit amplitudes must be weighted accordingly. In addition, we take into account the light intensity

loss according to the light attenuation τ and the distance of the hit PMTs from the source of shower

light, which is assumed to be at the shower vertex. Considering all the corrections described above, we

formulate the shower energy estimator ρ as follows:

ρ[a.u.] =
Atot

1
N ∑N

i=1
αi

|�ri−�rs | e
−|�ri−�rs |/τ

(3.9)
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Figure 5.15: Left: Distribution of the true (MC) neutrino energy as a function of the en-

ergy estimator ρ. The polynomial function which has been applied to con-

vert ρ to the neutrino energy is shown as the solid curve. Right: Distribution

of the true (MC) neutrino energy as a function of the reconstructed neutrino

energy.

neutrino energy. Data sample 2, described in section 4.5, has been used for the

parametrisation of the neutrino energy. The estimator and the neutrino energy

are highly correlated with a correlation coefficient of 0.86. One has to keep in

mind that the profile distribution can be very dependent on the input neutrino

energy flux. In order to be independent of the neutrino energy, the number of

entries in every energy bin has been equalized 1. To retrieve the shower energy,

a 3rd order polynomial function has been fitted to the profile distribution. Then

the relation between the shower energy and ρ is given by:

log10(Eν[GeV]) = −0.06 × log3

10
ρ[a.u.] + 0.9 × log2

10
ρ[a.u.]

−3.5 × log10ρ[a.u.] + 6.5 (5.10)

Figure 5.15 (right) shows the reconstructed neutrino energy as a function

of the true neutrino energy, applying the parametrisation introduced in equa-

tion 5.10. The performance of the method in the neutrino energy range of 100 GeV

– 10 PeV is shown by the distribution of the reconstructed energy in figure 5.16.

The neutrinos are weighted according to a test flux of cosmic neutrinos [Fer49] 2

of the following form:

Φν ∝ E−2[GeV−1cm−2s−1sr−1]. (5.11)

The method results in an energy resolution of a factor of 100.403 = 2.5 on the

neutrino energy. Despite some necessary simplifications in the shower-recon-

struction method, the obtained energy resolution of neutrinos performs better

than other methods used to reconstruct the neutrino energy from induced muon

tracks. Previous methods in ANTARES [RBZ03] achieved a maximum resolution

of a factor of 3 on the neutrino energy.

In order to reduce the effect of systematic uncertainties in the parametrisation

of neutrino energy, we will abandon the parametrisation of ρ and we will directly

1In order to minimize the statistical bias, we randomly pick the entries from the whole statistics

and put them equally in each energy bin.
2In section 6.4, we use this flux to search for high-energy neutrinos.
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Dusj-Reco scheme 

Hit 
selection 

•  Evaluate a rough vertex estimation from the distribution 
of coincident and big hits 

•  Apply a cut on the time residual respective this vertex 

Shower 
reconstruction 

1.3. THE DUSJ RECONSTRUCTION IN DETAIL 15

Table 1.6: Configuration parameters of the event selection I3MinimumConstraintsFilter

Parameter Default value in

python function

Description

Map ”ShowerPulses” The input I3RecoPulseSeriesMap that

has to fulfil the constraints.

MinHits 5 Minimum number of pulses required.

MinStrings 2 Minimum number of strings that have to

be hit by the pulse sample.

MinOMs 3 Minimum number of optical modules that

have to be fired.

MinLCMs 2 Minimum number of local control modules

that have to have recorded the data.

DiscardEvents False If true, events that do not pass the filter

will be deleted. Otherwise a bool is written

to the frame (and in this case the event is

marked with a bad fit status)

provided by the IceCube Collaboration [2] (See chapter 2 for more information about

this framework).

This chapter introduces the two Dusj likelihood services that have been developed

based on an idea by Ralf Auer [5]. These services calculate the probability (likelihood)

that the measured sample of shower signal pulses fit to a certain vertex assumption

and provide this information to the Gulliver shower fitter. Therefore for each single

pulse i the probability p is evaluated that this pulse has been created from a shower

hypothesis S. This probability is called PDF value for pulse i

pdfi = p(i, S) (1.2)

The probability that the whole sample of pulses originates from the shower assumption

is then multiplication of all probabilities obtained from the single pulses, or in case of

logarithmic probabilities, the sum of the logarithmic probabilities for the single pulses.

This probability for the whole sample is called likelihood (LLH) value.

LLH =

Npulses�

i=1

pdfi (1.3)

−logLLH =

Npulses�

i=1

−log pdfi (1.4)

In both following fits the shower assumption is varied until the likelihood reached its

•  2-step Gulliver maximum-likelihood fit where the 
likelihood is calculated from Monte-Carlo based pdf 
values (idea firstly introduced by R. Auer) 

probability that one single hit has been 
caused by a certain shower assumption 

(stored in tables that were filled from 
Monte-Carlo simulations) 

probability that the whole event 
has been caused by a certain 

shower assumption 



Dusj-Reco – Vertex reconstruction 

Vertex reco 
PDF table 



Dusj-Reco – Shower energy and neutrino direction 
reconstruction 

Energy-direction reco 
PDF table 

3-dimensional table relating for each hit: 
•  Energy of the shower 
•  Photon emission angle with respect to neutrino track 
•  Total expected charge at the vertex  
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The service then evaluates a probability (likelihood) that a given sample of pulses

has been created from a shower assumption that has been induced by a neutrino from

a certain direction and has a certain shower energy. Again the goal of the fit is to

modify this energy and direction assumption until the maximum probability has been

found. The evaluation of the likelihood is done using again a Monte-Carlo based PDF

table. Compared to the vertex reconstruction where the corresponding PDF table was

a two dimensional histogram with one axis for the pulse arrival time and one for the

distance to the OM, here a three dimensional table is needed, wherefore the ROOT

class TH3D was chosen. The table stores the probability that one single pulse has been

created from a certain shower hypothesis. The three observables that relate the pulse

attributes, like charge, arrival time and OM position, to this probability are:

• Total charge at vertex, which is the total charge that is expected to be created

at the vertex to cause this particular pulse

• Emission angle of the pulse with respect to the neutrino direction

• Shower energy in logarithmic scale

The evaluation of the total vertex charge cvertex can be done in two different ways:

• assuming isotropic light emission (which is default and is used in all further

studies and illustrations). Here the charge of a pulse drops with its distance

d from the vertex following d−2, which is in case of showers are more realistic

assumption than an d−1 drop that would be expected from pure light emission

into the Cerenkov angle. The vertex charge calculation in this mode takes into

account the water absorption length λw that is taken from the additional infor-

mation stored in the .root file that contains the PDF table (to ensure that the

same absorption length is used that has been used to create the PDF table) and

the geometrical cross section of the OM AOM that is taken from the correspond-

ing geometry frame. The calculation is done as follows:

cvertex = cpulse · e
d

λw · 1
α
· 4πd

2

A2
OM

(1.5)

where the first factor is the measured charge of the pulse, the second compensates

the exponential light attenuation, α is the angular acceptance of the OM at the

pulse inclination angle and the last factor relates the cross section of the OM

to the total surface of a sphere with the distance as radius. This is where the

isotropic light assumption comes into play, as of all isotropically emitted photons

only the fraction will detected that is emitted in the solid angle of the OM.



Dusj-Reco – Muon suppression 

Muon track events 
are suppressed with 
a random decision 
forest trained with 
quality parameters 
•  Final likelihood 

values 
•  Time residual chi 

square 

       Yields  
a suppression of 
atmospheric muons 
by 5-6 orders of 
magnitude 

Percentage of remaining shower events 
After the muon suppression cut 



Dusj-Reco - Performance 
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Shower energy @ 1 TeV @ 100 TeV @ 10 PeV 
 

Vertex  
median error * 

3.5 m 5.2 m  8.4 m 

Interaction time 
median error 

4 ns 7 ns 25 ns 

Neutrino direction 
median error ** 

8.4 deg 5.2 deg 37.3 deg 

Shower energy 
reconstruction offset 

-0.3 orders  
of mag 

-0.2 orders  
of mag 

-0.5 orders  
of mag 

Shower energy  
RMS error 

0.2 orders 
of mag 

0.4 orders  
of mag 

0.6 orders  
of mag 

* Q-Strategy yields slightly better results. 
** T-Strategy is in development to provide a better angular resolution, 
    but has not reached this aim so far. 



Shower analyses in 
ANTARES 
 



Showers in point source analysis 
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Feasibility study 
to include 
point source 
sensitivity by 
including  
shower events 
 

       Already 
one shower 
event can help 
making a 
5σ discovery 

PRELIMINARY 



Recent diffuse flux analyses 
Data/Reco Lifetime 

[days] 
Channels Sensitivity 

per flavour 
[E2 * GeV/s*sr*cm2] 

Upper limit 
per flavour 
[E2 * GeV/s*sr*cm2] 

2008-2010 
Q-Strategy 

656 νµνeντ ★


showers 
8.4 * 10-8 ★★ - Q. Dorosti 

PhD thesis 

2009-2010 
Q-Strategy 

1000 
(scaled) 

νµνeντ★  
showers 

8.3 * 10-8 ★★ - L. Ambrogi 
Master thesis 

2007-2011 
Aafit 

885 νµ  
tracks 

4.7 * 10-8 4.8 * 10-8 S. Biagi 
finished 

2007-2011 
Aafit/ANN 

1179 νµ  
tracks 

4.2 * 10-8 7.0 * 10-8 
 

J. Schnabel 
finished 

2008-2011 
Aafit/Bbfit 

933 νµ  
tracks 

3.6 * 10-8 - L. Core 
ongoing 

2007-2012 
Dusj-Reco 

1326 νµνeντ ★ 
showers 

1.6 * 10-8 ★★ - F. Folger 
ongoing 

★ Tau neutrino contribution was estimated 
★★  Current shower Monte-Carlo is without photon scattering 

showers tracks PRELIMINARY 



2007-2012 shower analysis - sensitivity 
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logE > 4.5 
zenith > 74 deg 

Model rejection factor 
is minimized as 
function of a  
2-dimensional 
lower cut on 
 
•  fitted shower 

energy 
•  fitted neutrino 

zenith 

from events that have 
been reconstructed 
and selected by the 
Dusj reconstruction. 

PRELIMINARY 



2007-2012 shower analysis - sensitivity 
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EVENT NUMBERS AFTER 
MRF MINIMIZING CUTS 

Cosmic flux 
(4.5 * 10-8 E-2 
per flavour) 

Conventional 
atmospheric flux
(Bartol) 

Prompt  
atmospheric flux 
(Enberg) 

Muon neutrino CC tracks 0.53 0.42 0.03 
Muon neutrino NC showers 0.65 0.21 0.12 
Electron neutrino CC showers 6.38 0.10 1.70 
Electron neutrino NC showers 0.65 0.01 0.20 
Tau neutrino CC showers * 3.75 0 0.06 
Tau neutrino NC showers * 0.65 0 0.01 
TOTAL 12.61 0.74 2.12 

Sensitivity per neutrino flavour: 
 

* estimated from electron neutrino 

PRELIMINARY 

1

E2 · Φ90%,νµνeντ = 1.6+0.5
−0.2 · 10−8GeV/cm2 · sr · s



Further development 
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Recent updates to the shower Monte-Carlo software, that are mainly: 
•  The inclusion of photon scattering 
•  More accurate event weighting in the  

 One-Particle-Approximation 
 

First checks with the new MC on the diffuse flux analysis give 
indications that the presented sensitivities might change to higher 
values. 
 
But, further more detailed systematic studies are necessary and 
currently ongoing. 



Showers in 
KM3NeT 



Pseudo experiment for high energy showers A. Tsirigotis 

First look into PeV NC and CC 
interaction of electron and tau neutrinos 
simulated with PYTHIA 
 
Simulation setup contains 
•  63 fixed DOMs arranged in 

 xz plane 
•  fixed neutrino direction in 

 positive direction 
•  fixed neutrino energy of 

 1 or 10 PeV 
•  forced interaction vertex 

 at (-175, 0, 125) 
 
Work is in progress. 

Figure 3: Illustration of the DOM positions. The
neutrino, before the interaction, travels along the
z-axis and the interaction vertex position is at the
point (-175,0,-125). The DOM centers are on the
xz-plane. The red numbers show the DOM IDs as
in Table 5.

# xDOM (m) yDOM (m) zDOM (m)
1 -150.0 0.0 -200.0
2 -150.0 0.0 -150.0
3 -150.0 0.0 -100.0
4 -150.0 0.0 -50.0
5 -150.0 0.0 0.0
6 -150.0 0.0 50.0
7 -150.0 0.0 100.0
8 -150.0 0.0 150.0
9 -150.0 0.0 200.0

10 -100.0 0.0 -200.0
11 -100.0 0.0 -150.0
12 -100.0 0.0 -100.0
13 -100.0 0.0 -50.0
14 -100.0 0.0 0.0
15 -100.0 0.0 50.0
16 -100.0 0.0 100.0
17 -100.0 0.0 150.0
18 -100.0 0.0 200.0
19 -50.0 0.0 -200.0
20 -50.0 0.0 -150.0
21 -50.0 0.0 -100.0
22 -50.0 0.0 -50.0
23 -50.0 0.0 0.0
24 -50.0 0.0 50.0
25 -50.0 0.0 100.0
26 -50.0 0.0 150.0
27 -50.0 0.0 200.0
28 0.0 0.0 -200.0
29 0.0 0.0 -150.0
30 0.0 0.0 -100.0
31 0.0 0.0 -50.0
32 0.0 0.0 0.0
33 0.0 0.0 50.0
34 0.0 0.0 100.0
35 0.0 0.0 150.0
36 0.0 0.0 200.0
37 50.0 0.0 -200.0
38 50.0 0.0 -150.0
39 50.0 0.0 -100.0
40 50.0 0.0 -50.0
41 50.0 0.0 0.0
42 50.0 0.0 50.0
43 50.0 0.0 100.0
44 50.0 0.0 150.0
45 50.0 0.0 200.0
46 100.0 0.0 -200.0
47 100.0 0.0 -150.0
48 100.0 0.0 -100.0
49 100.0 0.0 -50.0
50 100.0 0.0 0.0
51 100.0 0.0 50.0
52 100.0 0.0 100.0
53 100.0 0.0 150.0
54 100.0 0.0 200.0
55 150.0 0.0 -200.0
56 150.0 0.0 -150.0
57 150.0 0.0 -100.0
58 150.0 0.0 -50.0
59 150.0 0.0 0.0
60 150.0 0.0 50.0
61 150.0 0.0 100.0
62 150.0 0.0 150.0
63 150.0 0.0 200.0

Table 5: PMT positions (unit m). The posi-
tion refers to the DOM center.

7

ν 



EM-Showers along muon tracks 
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Method to reconstruct the position and energy of 
em-showers along a muon track via the 
energy loss profile R. Bruijn 

1.  Reconstruct muon 
track 

2.  Project detected 
photons back on 
muon trajectory 
assuming pure 
Cerenkov emission 

3.  Evaluate excess in 
measured photons 
above the predicted 
Cerenkov photons 
(including detector 
geometry) 



EM-Showers along muon tracks 
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Backup slides 
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Suppression of atmospheric muons – 
Selection of cut parameters 
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Selected 5 from 24 possible Dusj cut parameters to be 
used as features in a random decision forest classification: 

•  Reduced final likelihood value of the vertex fit 
•  Reduced final likelihood value of the energy-direction fit 
•  Time residual chi square with respect to prefit vertex 
•  Time residual chi square with respect to final vertex 
•  Quadrupole moment of selected shower pulses 

Selection criteria on parameters: 
•  Good agreement between Data and MC 
•  Separating values for muon and shower events 

 



Supression of atmospheric muons – 
Training of a random decision forest 
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Used 25% of the burn sample  
for the training of the RDF with 

•  2 classes (muon, shower) 
•  100 random trees per RDF 
•  3 RDFs (for Line5, Line10 

  & Line12 periods) 
 
Example tree: 

Class 0 
Muon 

Class 1 
Shower 

Vertex 
Likelihood 

Final 
Likelihood 

Final 
Likelihood 

Vertex 
Likelihood 

Muon 

< 11.7 

>= 11.7 

Muon 

Shower < 7.4 

>= 7.4 

Muon 

Shower < 8.8 

>= 8.8 


